AGAIN

I thought of something, why did I think of it, was it a dream from memory or memory of a far memory, how removed is word?

A place, behind a building, in from a street, a term there, spent a time, things to have done, to have already, to be impossible to find again, and you do

But I am not you, am not even the I that is thinking that desperately apparently this my memory has done to me

Will do for me, has dropped me in outskirt, waking from a dream but not this dream or term what it is what I will now have it be

Me, nothing happened there but a filling wasting with play had sides and was rapt enough rose to remember

I sever the tune from its notes, the telling from its words, light from color and call a lapse a gain the gap that repeats apart my day
CLUSTER BOMB No 1 Mks 1, 2, 3, and 4 (BL 755)
BL 755 has been developed to meet a requirement for a weapon that will yield a high kill probability against a range of small hard and soft targets encountered in the battlefield and immediate tactical area. Because of the efficiency of modern surface-to-air weapon systems it is operationally necessary for air-to-ground attacks, in support of ground forces, to be carried out at very low level. Any other form of attack necessitates prolonged exposure to the enemy ground defences and negates any element of surprise. This will result in unacceptable losses to the attacking aircraft.

To compensate for the aiming errors inherent in low-level attack, BL 755 covers the target area with a pattern of bomblets the dimensions of which are proportional to the aiming errors. The dual function bomblets are effective against armoured and soft-skinned vehicles, parked aircraft and personnel, and are distributed evenly within the pattern.

In addition to its armour penetration capability, each bomblet casing explodes into over 2000 fragments which have an effective penetration against non-armoured vehicles and other targets.